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Abstract

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are used for metropolitan area network that requires high network throughput for handling many users. TDMA-based access is a common solution for this problem and several scheduling methods have been proposed. However, existing heuristic methods have room for improvement at network throughput although they are low complexity. In this paper, we propose a novel divided scheduling method based on structural characteristics in order to improve network throughput in WMNs. It separately schedules neighbor links of gateways and that of the other links by different scheduling algorithms. Simulation-based evaluations show that our proposal improves up to 14% of network throughput compared with conventional scheduling algorithm script.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are promising technologies as the solution for metropolitan area networks, providing last few miles connectivity [1]. Figure 1 represents a typical example of WMNs. The WMN consists three components: a gateway (GW), mesh access points (MAPs), and client terminals. Client terminals associate to nearby MAPs to access node in the external network such as the Internet. MAPs are mesh routers with an access point function. They relay traffic generated from terminals by multi-hop to a GW that connects to the external networks. In what follows, we regard traffic from client terminals as that from the MAP with which they associate. Unless otherwise noted, MAPs are called nodes in this paper.

WMNs for metropolitan area networks require large network capacity since they handle many user requests. As a result, network throughput is a primary concern. TDMA-based access is a common way to improve network throughput. Therefore, many scheduling methods have been proposed [2–5].

Li et al. in [2] formulated the combinatorial optimization for throughput and energy efficiency for WMNs. However, it can only be applied to small networks that consist of few nodes because this problem is NP complete. In [3], Gunasekaran et al. proposed near-optimal solution based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) for the combinatorial optimization problem to maximize throughput and channel utilization. However, it has some difficulty in setting parameters according to various situations. One of solutions for the issue is to use a heuristic method with simple parameter
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settings.

In order to realize simplicity, Liu et al. in [4] proposed centralized scheduling algorithms that determine combination schedule of upload and download traffic based on characteristics of congestion caused by each traffic flow. In [5], Ergen and Varaiya also proposed centralized scheduling algorithms, which first make sets of nodes based on interference relationships among nodes and then assigns them to time slots in order. They are low complexity since they use simple metrics such as hop counts and interference relationship among nodes. However, they have room for improvement at network throughput. It is because combinations of various factor, including topology, traffic demand, and interference, cause the throughput degradation. Therefore, we need to further improve network throughput for increase in user clients by focusing on them.

To this end, in this paper, we propose an effective heuristic algorithm for the scheduling problem in WMNs, which exploits interference in terms of the structural characteristics. Based on this characteristics, we divide the scheduling into GW-neighbor (GWN) scheduling and non-GW-neighbor (nGWN) scheduling. GWN scheduling assigns links to time slots by focusing on interference between two-hop links. After that, in nGWN scheduling, we assign the remain links to time slots in order to integrate with the GWN schedule.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first introduces the structural characteristics of WMNs. In Section 3, we then describe the proposed method in details. In Section 4, we assess the performance of our proposal through simulation experiments. Finally, we conclude the paper and present the future work in Section 5.

II. Structural characteristics of WMNs

Figure 2 depicts a WMN where a single GW is located at the center of the area. We assume upstream traffic are generated from each node in the WMNs. Each node sends data toward the GW. When nodes do not have one-hop links to the GW, they forward data to their parent nodes. On receiving data, nodes forward then to their parent nodes until data reaches the GW.

Figure 2(a) shows behavior of gathering data at the GW. All data are gathered around the GW because all nodes send data toward the GW. As a result, links around the GW are more congested than those not around the GW.

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2(b), all one-hop links interfere because they send data to the same destination, i.e., the GW. On the contrary, the other links do not always interfere due to their different parent nodes.

III. Proposed scheduling method

Due to the characteristics shown in Section 2, to maximize throughput, links around the GW need strict scheduling, whereas the other links may be scheduled loosely compared with them. Therefore, we divide the scheduling into the scheduling of links around the GW and the scheduling of links not around the GW.

The proposed method first assigns links around the GW to time slots, called as GWN scheduling. Specifically, based on interference among two-hop links, the GWN scheduling assigns one- and two-hop links from the GW to time slots under the assumption that all two-hop nodes have data corresponding to the amount of data their all descendant nodes have. After that, the proposed method assigns the remain links, i.e., links that are far from the GW more than three-hop, to time slots, called as nGWN scheduling. The nGWN scheduling assigns the remain links to time slots in time for the schedule of two-hop links determined by the GWN scheduling.

In this paper, we consider only data uploading situation. Note that the proposed method can be applied to the data downloading situations without degrading the throughput.

3.1. GWN scheduling

3.1.1. Approach

Maximizing the throughput means minimizing the frame size that is the total number of time slots required to forward all data to the GW. Thus, to short the frame size, links that do not interfere should be assigned to the same time slot as far as possible. Unfortunately, one-hop nodes cannot be assigned to the same time slot because they interfere. Thus, we assign a link set that consists of a single one-hop link
and multiple two-hop links that do not interfere with each other to a time slot consecutively. This implies that we need to decrease the number of time slots where a set of only two-hop links is assigned.

To this end, we introduce the residual transmission cost for effective choosing two-hop links which are assigned to the same slots with a one-hop link. The residual transmission cost indicates the residual number of time slots where an only two-hop link set is assigned until the end of scheduling. Therefore, it is better to assign the two-hop links whose residual transmission cost is largest to the same slot with a one-hop link.

In addition to this, we introduce the sub-schedules for losing the constraints in the nGWN scheduling. In the sub-schedule, sets of links are assigned to time slots based on the residual data of one-hop nodes at the beginning of this sub-schedule, which the number of data that they received at the previous sub-schedule. By doing so, in the sub-schedule, there is no dependency among links on the data transfer order, which means that time slots can be exchanged in the sub-schedule.

3.1.2. Algorithm overview

In the GWN scheduling, we determine time slots assignments, i.e. the GWN schedule, by the sub-schedule basis. One sub-schedule consists of following four steps: At Step 1, we update residual data of each node based of the previous sub-schedule. Specifically, the residual data of the receiving nodes of links assigned to time slots at the previous sub-schedule increases the number of times the link assigned. After that, at Step 2, we calculate the residual transmission costs of two-hop links, which is described later in Section 3.1.3. At Step 3, we choose link sets including a one-hop link and two-hop links to be assigned to time slots in descending order of the summation of residual transmission costs for all two-hop links in the set. Once a set is assigned to the time slot, we decrease the residual data of sending nodes of links included in the set. Link sets at this sub-schedule are selected repeatedly until all residual data of sending nodes of one-hop links are scheduled in the set. If one-hop nodes do not have residual data at the beginning of this sub-schedule, we choose a link set including only two-hop links obtained based on the residual transmission cost. At Step 4, we exchange time slots of this sub-schedule such that links that have the same sending nodes are not assigned consecutively. The purpose of step 4 is that we make delay for three-hop links to transmit data to two-hop nodes in nGWN scheduling. Above steps are repeated until all one- and two-hop nodes do not have any residual data.

3.1.3. Residual transmission cost

In the following, we calculate the residual transmission cost $c_i$ for two-hop links that do not interfere with all one-hop links, whose set is denoted by $E_{2f}$. Let $E_{2c}$ be a set of two-hop links that interfere with all one-hop links. Obviously, $E_{2f} = E_2 \setminus E_{2c}$ where $E_2$ is a set of two-hop links.

For calculating $c_i (i \in E_{2f})$, we utilize the set $S(i)$ of sets of links in $E_{2c} \cup \{i\}$ that do not interfere, whose elements are not subset of the other elements. $S(i)$ is obtained as

$$S(i) = \{S \mid S \subset \Psi_C(i), S \not\subset \forall P \in \Psi_C(i)\}$$

(1)

where $\Psi(\cdot)$ is a power set, $C$ is a set of interference relationships between two links, and $\Psi_C(i)$ is a set of links that do not interfere among sets in a power set $\Psi(E_{2c} \cup \{i\})$.

Links in $E_{2c}$ must be assigned to time slots with only two-hop links. Therefore, the number of time slots that include only two-hop links does not increase as far as $i \in E_{2f}$ is assigned to the same time slots with links in $E_{2c}$, which reduces $c_i$. For this, we need to find the number of minimum times $n(S)$ that a link set $S$ in $S(i)$ is assigned to time slots, whose summation is equal to $c_i$. Thus, we finally calculate $c_i$ as

$$\min \sum_{S \in S(i)} \max_{S \in S(i)} n(j, S)$$

subject to:

$$\sum_{S \in S(i)} \sum_{S \in S(i)} n(j, S) = R_d(i)$$

(3)

(4)

where $n(j, S)$ is the number of times that $j$ assigned as an element of $S$, whose maximum is equal to $n(S)$, and $R_d(i)$ is the total residual data of sending nodes of links in $E_{2c} \cup \{i\}$.

3.2. nGWN scheduling

After the GWN scheduling, the nGWN scheduling assigns the remain links to time slots to meet the constraint that two-hop nodes must have at least one data at the time, i.e., the deadline, scheduled by the GWN scheduling. Note that it does not matter from where data is if two-hop nodes can transmit according to the GWN schedule. The nGWN scheduling determines the schedule $S_R$, i.e., a set of link sets, whose element $S_R(k)$ is assigned to the $k$-th time slot. $S_R(k)$ only includes conflict-free links. Note that links in $S_R(k)$ do not interfere with one- and two-hop links assigned to $k$-th time slot. We need to find $S_R$ to minimize the frame size. To achieve this, given a set $E_R(k)$ of the remain links that have data at $k$-th time slot, we
construct conflict-free link set from links in $E_R(k)$ in order of closest deadlines, $E_R(k)$ becomes empty if all remain links are scheduled. $S_R$ is finally obtained as

$$\text{find: } S_R = \{S_R(k)\}, \ k \geq 1$$

$$\text{subject to: } S_R(k) \subseteq E_R(k)$$

$S_R(k)$ is also calculated as

$$\text{find: } S_R(k) = \{e_i\}$$

$$\text{subject to: } \exists e \in S_R(k), \forall i \in E_R(k), \ d(e, k) \leq d(i, k)$$

$$d(e_i, k) \leq d(e_{i+1}, k)$$

$$\forall i \in E_{RC}(k, l), \ d(e_i, k) \leq d(i, k)$$

where $d(i, k)$ is the time slot number of the closest deadline of data that $i$ has at $k$-th time slot for the two-hop node whose descendants include $i$, and $E_{RC}(k, l)$ is a set of candidates of $l$-th link for $S_R(k)$, i.e., $E_{RC}(k, l) = \{i | i \in E_R(k), (e_m, i) \in C, 1 \leq m \leq l - 1\}$.

Unfortunately, there are data that violate the deadline depending on the GWN schedule. When such a situation occurs, we insert time slots for the remain links to the GWN schedule until meeting the deadline.

### IV. Evaluation

#### 4.1. Simulation settings

We evaluate our proposal by a hand-made C++ simulator. In the simulation, nodes are placed uniform-randomly within a square area of which a single GW is located at the center. Nodes have a single data toward the GW. Communication and interference among nodes follow the protocol model [6]. In this model, each node can communicate with one within the transmission range, denoted by $r_u$, and interferes with one within the interference range, denoted by $r_i$. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The number of nodes</td>
<td>20 - 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of simulation area</td>
<td>$200 \times 200$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission range $r_u$</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interference range $r_i$</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above settings, we compare our proposal with existing scheduling methods in [5]: node-based and level-based scheduling. They require a routing tree whose root is the GW as the input information. Thus, we give the two types of routing trees to them: Hop-dist and hop-child routing trees. In the hop-dist routing tree, we select a closest node as a parent from among nodes at minimum hop count from the GW. In the hop-child routing tree, we select a node whose children already have are fewest as a parent from among nodes at minimum hop count from the GW. Note that our proposal requires only the network topology.

---

### Fig. 3. The average throughput at the GW varying the number of nodes

Figure 3 shows the average throughput at the GW varying the number of nodes which are obtained from results of 100 topologies with a 95% confidence interval. Figure 3 reveals that our proposal improves up to 14.1% and 12.6% compared with level-based (hop-child) and node-based (hop-dist), respectively, when the number of nodes is 20. This is because our proposal can decrease slots that two-hop links transmit by using the residual transmission cost. As the number of nodes increases, all methods increase the throughput because the increase in the frame size is suppressed compared to the increase in the total traffic demand. We explain the reason of this at later by using Figure 4. Note that our proposal achieves the best throughput regardless of the number of nodes.

In order to further understand, we present the frame size in Figure 4, corresponding to Figure 3. From Figure 4, as the number of nodes increase, the frame size in our proposal grows gently, whereas that in the other methods, excluding

### 4.2. Results

Figure 3 shows the average throughput at the GW varying the number of nodes which are obtained from results of 100 topologies with a 95% confidence interval. Figure 3 reveals that our proposal improves up to 14.1% and 12.6% compared with level-based (hop-child) and node-based (hop-dist), respectively, when the number of nodes is 20. This is because our proposal can decrease slots that two-hop links transmit by using the residual transmission cost. As the number of nodes increases, all methods increase the throughput because the increase in the frame size is suppressed compared to the increase in the total traffic demand. We explain the reason of this at later by using Figure 4. Note that our proposal achieves the best throughput regardless of the number of nodes.

In order to further understand, we present the frame size in Figure 4, corresponding to Figure 3. From Figure 4, as the number of nodes increase, the frame size in our proposal grows gently, whereas that in the other methods, excluding...
node-based with hop-dist, grow sharply. The reason of this is our proposal and node-based with hop-dist can use links which have less interference. In addition to this, frame size of all methods grows more sharply between the number of nodes is 20 from 50 than over 60. This is because hop counts of the route to the GW decreases over 60 nodes as the density of nodes increases. Therefore, the increase in the frame size is suppressed.

Although we omit results for biased demand situation due to space limitation, we confirmed that our proposal has same degree of improvement on the throughput.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the divided scheduling method based on structural characteristics of WMNs. The proposed method divides the scheduling into GWN scheduling and nGWN scheduling by the degree of interference. In GWN scheduling, we exploited the residual transmission cost for two-hop links in order to decrease time slots only two-hop links assigned. Through the simulation experiments, we showed that our proposal improves up to 14% compared with existing methods.

As future work, we plan to extend the proposed method to handle traffic fluctuations and node failures.
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